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Materials:  
Rhinestone Skull Necklace 
43 Bead Gallery® black with luster gunmetal glass Czech round fire 
           polished faceted 10mm (13531) 
44       Bead Gallery® black opaque Czech glass fire polished faceted 

round 4mm (15357) 
01 Bead Gallery® silver tone metal with rhinestones skull 21x33mm 
           pendant (20065) 
01 Bead Gallery® silver plated skull 11x17mm charms (19895) 
02 Beadalon® crimp tube variety pack, size #2 (using silver only)  
 (305X-129) 
28” Beadalon® 49 strand stainless steel bead stringing wire, .015in 
 (0.38mm) (JW10T-0) 
02 wire guardian (325B-002) 
2.5” Beadalon® German style wire, round, silver plated 22 gauge  
           (180B-022) 
01 silver tone 4mm jump rings (12960) 
01 silver tone 6mm jump rings (12961) 
01 silver tone spring clasp 
 
Spider Necklace 
42 Bead Gallery® white pearlized coated Czech glass fire polished 
           faceted round 5mm (15441) 
01 Bead Gallery® silver tone metal with rhinestones spider 41x44mm  
           pendant (20068) 
01 Bead Gallery® silver tone metal with rhinestone spider 25x26mm 
           charms (20071) 
02 Bead Gallery® Czech fire polished faceted glass round 10mm 
           crystal crackle (15947) 
01 Bead Gallery® silver tone head pin (12959) 
108” Beadalon® German style wire, round, silver plated 22 gauge  
           (180B-022) 
 
Cat on Crescent Moon Necklace 
43 Bead Gallery® black with luster gunmetal glass Czech round fire 
           polished faceted 8mm (13465) 

01 Bead Gallery® silver tone metal with rhinestone moon & cat 
           36x42mm pendant (20070) 
01 Bead Gallery® silver tone metal with rhinestones cat 16x25mm 
           charms (20066) 
23       Bead Gallery® black opaque Czech glass fire polished faceted 

round 4mm (15357) 
02 Beadalon® crimp tube variety pack, size #2 (using silver only)  
 (305X-129) 



16” Beadalon® 49 strand stainless steel bead stringing wire, .015in 
 (0.38mm) (JW10T-0) 
02 wire guardian (325B-002) 
52.5” Beadalon® German style wire, round, silver plated 22 gauge  
           (180B-022) 
05 silver tone 4mm jump rings (12960) 
 
Tools: 
Beadalon classic nipper tool (JTNIP1) 
Beadalon slim line round nose pliers (201A-014) 
Beadalon 2 slim line chain nose pliers (201A-011) 
Beadalon standard crimp tool (JTCRIMP1) 
 
Time: 1 hour per necklace 
 
Level Of Difficulty: Beginner to Advanced 
 
Instructions: 
 
      Rhinestone Skull Necklace 

1. Cut 2 ½” of wire and form a wrapped loop. 
2. String gunmetal 10mm, form a partial loop, connect 

rhinestone skull, and complete wrapped loop. Set 
aside. 

3. Cut 28” of beading wire, string crimp tube, wire 
guardian, pass wire back through crimp tube, and 
crimp. 

4. String (black 4mm, gunmetal 10mm) repeat 20 times, 
black 4mm, skull pendant, (black 4mm, gunmetal 
10mm) repeat 20 times, black 4mm, crimp tube, and 
wire guardian. 

5. Pass wire back through crimp tube, and crimp. 
6. Using 4mm jump ring, connect spring clasp to right 

side of necklace. 
7. Remove jump ring from skull charm. 
8. Using 6mm jump ring, connect skull charm to left side 

of necklace. 
 
      Spider Necklace 

1. Pendant - Cut 2 ½” of wire and form a partial 
wrapped loop. 

2. Connect loop to bottom of spider pendant, and 
complete wrapped loop. 



3. String crystal crackle 10mm, form a partial loop, 
connect spider charm, and complete wrapped 
loop. 

4. Necklace Chain – Cut 2 ½” of wire. Form a partial 
loop; connect loop to top of spider pendant and 
complete wrapped loop. 

5. String pearlized 4mm and complete wrapped loop. 
6. We will be chaining the loops together as we go. Cut 

2 ½” of beading wire, form a partial loop; connect 
loop to previous loop, and complete wrapped loop. 

7. String pearlized 4mm, and complete wrapped loop. 
8. Repeat steps 6-7 – 40 times. 
9. Pass chain through back of top legs of spider. 
10. Using head pin, string crystal crackle 10mm, form 

partial loop, connect loop to beaded chain, and 
complete wrapped loop. 

 
      Cat and Crescent Moon Necklace 

1. Cut 2 ½” of wire and form a wrapped loop. 
2. String gunmetal 8mm, form a partial loop, connect 

cat/crescent moon pendant, and complete 
wrapped loop. 

3. Left side - Cut 16” of beading wire, string crimp tube, 
wire guardian, pass wire back through crimp tube, 
and crimp. 

4. String black 4mm, 2 jump rings 4mm, (gunmetal 
8mm, black 4mm) repeat 20 times, 2 jump rings 4mm, 
black 4mm, crimp tube, wire guardian, and top loop 
of pendant. 

5. Pass wire back through crimp tube, and crimp. 
6. Right side - Cut 2 ½” of wire, form partial loop; 

connect loop to top loop of pendant, and complete 
wrapped loop. 

7. String gunmetal 8mm, and complete wrapped loop. 
8. We will be chaining loops together as we go. Cut 2 
½” of wire, form partial loop, connect loop to 
previous loop, and complete wrapped loop. 

9. String gunmetal 8mm, and complete wrapped loop.  
10. Repeat steps 8-9 – 17 times. 
11. Cut 2 ½” of wire, form partial wrapped loop, connect 

to previous loop, and complete wrapped loop. 
12. String gunmetal 8mm, form a partial wrapped loop, 

connect to left side of necklace, and complete 
wrapped loop. 



13. Using 4mm jump ring, connect rhinestone cat charm 
to top pendant dangle loop. 

 


